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The US federal government has special programs to support and enhance the small business
companies of the country especially those are lagging behind due to social or economical restraint.
SBA, the Small Business Administration is an independent agency of the federal government that is
tasked to support the federal affairs and provide the agencies with a better work environment and
resource management service. 8a certification is a specialized program of SBA that makes minority
group of entrepreneurs to establish their business to the most competitive federal market place. This
is a great help for the small companies indeed. Now they donâ€™t have to lag behind due to social or
economical restraints anymore; the time is to taste the flavor of social and economical
independence with 8A certification.

Well, the minority business certification is helpful but sometimes appears to be pretty complicated.
The eligibility criteria are huge and an applicant has to meet them perfectly in order to win the grant.
To the very first place your business needs to get registered with the IRS in order to get the unique
Employer Identification Number or EIN. After that you must register your business in the Central
Contractor Registry or CCR Registration. This is one most essential registration database that
collects, validates and stores applicantâ€™s data and gives access to the federal contractors for
business purpose. After CCR Registration it is essential to get registered to another important
registration database, the Dun and Bradstreet for the DUNS number.

After successful completion of all such registrations an applicant of the 8A certification program
turns eligible to apply for the Global Login System or GLS. This is the key entrance to the online
minority business certification program. Each of the registration and application process not take
more than half an hour provided your all the required documents are in hand. So, with the
documents ready you can say the 8A certification application program is neither time consuming nor
that hazardous. Well, now if you think that why you should spend a fortune in hiring the professional
business consultant when you can do the task pretty well at your own; let me tell you the fact that
meeting all the eligibility criteria in every step is not at all simple.

Even though the latest CCR registration, DUNS number and all other registration details are
available online it is not very clearly stated to the official site of SBA that what are eligibility criteria
and how they should be presented. Apart from all the financial knowledge and business
management skills, your venture requires a couple of other elements to stand out of the crowd; to
compete with the giant industries.

Above all it is very much important to have a consistency throughout the endeavor and that is what
the US federal government executives actually consider while picking a vendor. It is imperative that
being an entrepreneur you have the skill to monitor your income and expenditure pattern with
respect to its growth and development. The every single decision you make somehow relates to the
financial implications which either enhance or weaken your economic stand and structure of the
business directly. A professional 8A certification consultant not only helps you to win a grant but
also develop your business potential from all such aspects.
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